Writing To Clients And Referring Professionals About Psychological Assessment Results: A Handbook Of Style And Grammar
Synopsis

This book is the first on the craft of effective writing structured expressly for the psychologist-assessor. Author J. B. Allyn, a professional writer who specializes in psychology, combines reference book with tutorial. She blends information on the qualities that create a writer’s unique presence on the page with illustrations of correct English grammar. All of the questions, answers, and illustrations evolved from the concerns of psychologist-assessors, as did the examples, which are grounded in their writing and communication needs. The result creates a guide for report writing that can be used by either practicing professionals or graduate psychology students. The book divides into three sections: The first and third sections discuss various aspects of effective communication, while the second is a handbook of common grammar problems. Helpful elements guide the reader through the text, including frequent bullet lists, tables and graphs, and grammar and style examples that are framed around assessment reports. It is also written in a conversational tone, which creates the same style it proposes for effectively written reports, and is a key tool for clear and appropriate communication. Readers will refer back to this book, both for quick tips on style and grammar, which are appropriate for any mental health practitioner, and for more detailed advice on writing and communication in assessment reports.
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Customer Reviews

I supervise students in writing psychological reports. It seems to me that nobody actually WRITES anymore. Maybe no one ever did it well, and I just didn’t realize it because they all either a) didn’t
publish or b) used editors. Regardless, it was a terrible wake up call when I encountered PHD students who only seemed to be able to write "Noun verb noun. Noun verb noun. Proper Noun verb noun." You get the picture. This book is therefore a comforting reminder that there are people who CARE about good writing, not to mention people who actually know how to do it. This book answers all those little picky questions about punctuation, style, grammar, etc. that leave me scratching my head. So far the only question that it did not answer was about two vs. one space after a period. My bad-writing students actually had to teach me that the rule, "two spaces after a period," went the way of the typewriter. Who knew?

A well written book for any major.
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